MITRE ATT&CK® Coverage

Corelight puts a spotlight on ATT&CK
ATT&CK is a repository of tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) curated by the MITRE Corporation
that helps organizations classify and interpret the full range of techniques that adversaries use, even as
they constantly evolve. It’s a common language that defenders can rally around, and an increasingly
important starting point for planning defensive strategies.
Corelight Sensors uncover network evidence that can help you identify and root out a wide variety of
TTPs. Although no single tool can address all of the ATT&CK framework, Corelight counters tactics that
other security measures can’t, excelling when all the tools built to keep out adversaries have failed.

Coverage where it counts
Command & Control (C2)
Adversaries only need one successful attempt out of thousands to access your network, which makes
fending them off seem almost impossible. But once they’re inside, they must traverse your network over
and over again to communicate with the systems they’ve compromised. Corelight gives you a master
record of network activity so you can flip the script: catch a single stray transmission, and unravel an
entire attack.
Exfiltration
Exfiltration turns a compromised network into a breached network. There are massive consequences
for failing to catch it, but with the right tools, you can stop it. Corelight identifies exfiltration in highly
entropic networks by capturing the movement of all files even if they’re hidden in other protocols. With
Corelight logs, you can see changes in traffic patterns and evidence of unusual activity that suggest
staging is taking place or that exfiltration has occurred.
Lateral Movement
When you only search for intruders at the gates, you will completely miss the ones who’ve already snuck
in, not to mention the insiders trying to do harm. Likewise, north-south security is important but it
leaves organizations in the dark about the movements of bad actors inside their networks where the
majority of their traffic flows. Corelight delivers deep insight into east-west traffic, illuminating the
pathways where bad actors move so you can spot them more readily.
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Defenders have always sought the high ground in order
to see farther and turn back attacks. Corelight delivers
a commanding view of your network so you can outsmart
and outlast adversaries. We capture, interpret, and
connect the data that means everything to defenders.
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